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Step 1.  Identify all active CU students.  Create a savedlist.  The savedlist must be using the STUDENT.PROGRAMS ID.  If 
the savedlist is created using the Informer report below, the savedlist will be in the correct format for BEVL. 

 

 

Step 2. Run BEVL using the savedlist created above.  Make sure the Update Graduates file is set to "No", just in case you 
have graduate files waiting to be processed.  Selecting "Yes" will automatically mark the graduate record as Complete, 
which will in turn process those students if you batch process graduate records.  Running this process will update the 
student's EVAL Status.   

 

 



Step 3.  Use this Informer Report to identify students who are in the "Completed" or "Pending" EVAL Status.  Those are 
the students you would want to contact about graduation. 

 

Step 4.  Notify the student.  Below is an example letter for those with a "C" indicating that they have completed the 
requirements of their program.  A similar letter should be drafted for those in the "P" or Pending state, who are in their 
last semester of classes.   
 

 

Using the above identification process, we invite our students to graduation, vs waiting for them to let us know they are 
ready to graduate.  SCC uses a Student Success fee to cover the graduation fee, which is paid at the time of registration.  
Following the end of the term, if the student has met the requirements of their program, their graduation is processed.  
What makes this an "auto" process is that we have already identified the students eligible for graduation, thus, we are 
able to graduate them in the system instead of only graduating those who apply for graduation.  Our graduation 
application is used to update address and let us know if they are planning to attend the graduation ceremonies.  Please 
contact Patrick Holyfield, pholyfield8286@stanly.edu if you have questions or comments. 
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